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This volume is one of a set  of eleven volumes that describe'mechanical and electro- 
mechanical systems of the Saturn I, SA-10 launch vehicle and launch complex 37B. 
The eleven-volume se t  is prepared for  the Functional Integration Section, Systems In- 
tegration and Operations Branch, Vehicle Systems Division, P&VE Laboratory, MSFC, 
by Systems Engineering Branch, Chrysler Corporation Space Division under Contract 
NAS 8-4016. Volume titles are listed below: 
Volume I RP-1 Fuel System 
Volume I1 LOX System 
Volume 111 
Volume IV 
LH Fuel System 
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Volume V Pneumatic Distribution System 
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The technical content of this volume reflects the most up-to-date design information 
available from the S-I/S-IB Project Engineer, R-P&VE on August 1, 1964. 
System mechanical schematics a r e  provided in section 3 to support the functional des- 
cription of the system. 
and functional descriptions of components identified on the mechanical schematics. 
The index of finding numbers in section 2 provides physical 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION 
SECTION 1 
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
I 
The pneumatic diS ribution system receives gaseous nitrogen ( GN2 ) and helium ( H e  ) 
to the S-I stage, the S-IV stage, and the instrument unit of launch vehicle SA-10. The 
pneumatic system also supplies the GN and helium required for prelaunch service of 
the vehicle and pressurizes  the on-board GN2 and helium systems that function during 
flight. 
from the nitrogen h a d helium storage facility (volume IV ) and distributes these gases 
2 
Figure 1-1 illustrates the functional relationship of the various major assemblies 
and subassemblies within the pneumatic distribution system. 
1.2 PNEUMATIC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM OPERATIONS 
Pneumatic distribution system operations cover in detail the distribution of helium 
and GN2 to components, systems, and subsystems of the launch complex and vehicle 
on-board storage systems. The operation and function of each major equipment in 
the system is described in detail. 
1.2. 1 Pneumatic Control Distributor Operation - The pneumatic control distributor 
( PCD ) ( figure 3-1 ) receives GN2 and helium at 6000 psig from the GN2 and helium 
storage facility (volume IV ). The GN2 section of the PCD supplies 6000-psig GN to 
deluge purge panel (volume VI) .  The helium section of the PCD supplies 6000-psig 
helium to valve panel A, and 3000-psig helium to valve panels No. 5, No. 9, and No. 10. 
valve panel B, and 3000-psig GN2 to valve panels No. 5, No. 9, and No. 10, and t 2n e 
1 . 2 . 1 . 1  GN2 Section. The GN2 section of the PCD receives GN2 at a pressure of 
6000 psig through three input lines. The three lines route the GN to s imilar  pressure  
reducing networks within the PCD. The 6000-psig GNZ input is reduced to 3000 psig 
in each network and is routed to a common manifold. 
routed to the valve panels and various other components located in the vehicle and launch 
complex. Because of the similarity of the pressure reducing networks, only one net- 
work is described in detail. 
2 
From the mahfold,  GN2 is 
Opening Manual Valve A1452 allows the 6000-psig GN2 to flow past  Relief Valve A1451 
to 10-micron Filter A1453. GN2 is then routed into a reference pressure  line through 
Manual Valve A1471. The reference pressure  line is supplied by all three input l ines 
and the pressure  is monitored by Pressure  Gage A1468 and P res su re  Transducer 
A1469. The reference pressure line supplies 6000-psig GN2 to P res su re  Regulators 
A1467 and A1491. GN2 a t  3000 psig from Pressure  Regulator A1467 flows past  Pres- 
s u r e  Gage A1464, through Solenoid Valve A1463 and Orifice A1461 to the domes of 
mainstream Pressure  Regulators A1457 and A1458. Overpressure protection for the 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
domes of Pressure Regulators A1457 and A1458 is provided by Relief Valve A1456. 
1.1 
The mainstream input to Pressure Regulators A1457 and A1458 is reduced to 3000 
psig and is routed to Distribution Manifold A1577 through Manual Valve A1459. 
The 6000-psig GN2 supply line can be bled by Manual Valve A1473 through Check 
Valve A1586 into Vent Manifold A1509. The 3000-psig reference pressure supply 
line between Manual Valve A1471 and Solenoid.Valve A1463 can be bled by Manual 
Valve A1466, through Check Valve A1465 into Vent Manifold A1580. The other two 
pressure reducing networks which supply the distribution manifold function in the 
manner described with one exception. Mainstream Pressure Regulators A1505, 
A1506, A1481, and A1482 receive dome-loading reference pressure from Pressure 
Regulator A1491 instead of each pair using a separate reference supply. 
GN2 at 6000 psig is routed from Filter A1498 through Manual Valve A1516 to valve 
panel B. Output to valve panel B is monitored by P res su re  Gage A1518. The distri- 
bution line can be bled by Manual Valve A1519, through Check Valve A1579, into Vent 
Manifold A1509. 
Distribution Manifold A1577 distributes a demand supply of GN2 to several valve panelf 
and equipments. Distribution through each supply line from the manifold is controlled 
by a manual valve and monitored by a pressure switch. Each supply line can be bled 
by a manual vent valve through a check valve to the vent manifold. The following list 
summarizes the finding numbers of components in each supply line. 
Manual 
Manual Pres sure  Vent Check 
Supply Line Valve Switch Valve Valve 
Valve panel No. 5 A1534 A1543 A1561 A1570 
Valve panel No. 9 A1537 A1546 A 1564 A1573 
A1545 A1563 A1572 Valve panel No. 10 A1536 
Valve panel No. 10 A1535 A1544 A1562 A1571 
Deluge purge panel A1533 A1542 A1560 A1569 
A1541 A1559 A1568 Deluge purge panel A1532 
The distribution manifold can be bled by Manual Valve A1529 through Check Valve 
A1528 into Vent Manifold A1580. Distribution Manifold A1577 is protected from over- 
pressurization by Relief Valves A1526 and A1527 which are vented into Vent Manifold 
A1580. To conserve helium when performing a functional checkout of the helium sys- 
tem, GN2 is supplied to Distribution Manifold A1635 through Manual Valves A1584 and 
A1694. The interconnecting line between the two distribution manifolds can be bled by 
Manual Valve A6058 through Check Valve A6059 into a vent manifold. Pressure in the 
distribution manifold is indicated by Pressure Gage A1525 and P res su re  Transducer 
A1524 through Shuttle Valve A1581. 
0 
0 
1 . 2  
1 . 2 . 1 . 2  Helium Section. The helium section of the PCD receives helium at a pressure 
of 6000 psig through two input lines. The two lines route helium to s imilar  pressure 
reducing networks within the PCD. The 600O-psig helium input is reduced to 3000 
psig in each network and routed to a common manifold. From the manifold; helium 
is routed to the valve panels and various other components located in the vehicle and 
launch complex. Because of similarity of the pressure reducing networks, only one 
network is described in detail. 
Opening Manual Valve A1611 allows helium at 6000 psig to flow past Relief Valve A1610 
to 10-micron Filter A1612. The helium is then routed into a reference pressure line 
through Manual Valve A1627. The reference pressure line is supplied by both input 
lines and is monitored by Pressure Gage A1603 and P res su re  Transducer A1604. 
The reference pressure line routes helium at 6000 psig to P res su re  Regulators A1626 
and A1602. The 3ooo-psig output from Pres su re  Regulator A1626 flows past P res su re  
Gage A1623, through Solenoid Valve A1622 and Orifice A1620 to the domes of main- 
s t r eam Pressure Regulators A1616 and A1617. The mainstream input to Pressure  
Regulators A1616 and A1617 is reduced to 3000 psig and is routed to Distribution Mani- 
fold A1635 through Manual Valve A1618. The domes of Pressure  Regulators A1616 and 
A1617 are protected f rom overpressurization by Relief Valve A1615. 
.The 6000-psig supply line can be bled by Manual Valve A1629 through Check Valve 
A5406 into Vent Manifold A1509. The 3000-psig reference pressure supply line be- 
tween Manual Valve A1627 and Solenoid Valve A1622 can be bled by Manual Valve A1624 
through Check Valve A1625 into Vent Manifold A1697. Distribution of helium at 6000 
psig to valve panel A is controlled by Manual Valve A1631 and monitored by Pressure 
Gage A1634. The distribution line can be bled by Manual Valve A1633 through Check 
Valve A1696 into Vent Manifold A1509. 
Distribution Manifold A1635 supplies helium on demand to several  valve panels and 
equipments. Distribution from each supply line is controlled by a manual valve and 
monitored by a pressure switch. Each supply line can be bled by a manual vent valve 
through a check valve to the vent manifold. The following list summarizes the finding 
numbers of components in each supply line. 
Manual 
Supply Line Valve Switch Valve 
Vent Check 
Valve 
Pressure Manual 
Valve panel No. 9 A 1646 A1655 A1673 A1682 
Valve panel No. 10 A1650 A1659 A1677 A1686 
Valve panel No. 10 A1651 A1660 A1678 A1687 
Distribution Manifold A1635 can be bled by Manual Valve A1645 through Check Valve 
A1644 into Vent Manifold A1697. The distribution manifold is protected from overpres- 
surization by Relief Valves A1642 and A1643 which are vented into Vent Manifold A1697. 
To conserve helium when performing a functional checkout of the helium system, GN2 
is supplied to Distribution Manifold A1635 from Distribution Manifold A1577 through 
1. 3 
4 
Manual Valve s A1584 and A1694. The interconnecting line can be bled by Manual Valve 
A6058 through Check Valve A6059 into a vent manifold. 
manifold is indicated by P res su re  Gage A1641 and Pressure Transducer A1640 through 
Shuttle Valve A5403. 
P res su re  in the distribution 
1.2.2 Valve Panel No. 5 Operation - Valve panel No, 5 (figure 3-2) receives GNz 
and helium at 3000 psig from the PCD. GN2 is distributed at supply pressure  and at 
reduced pressure  to various launch complex and vehicle subsystems. The helium 
section of the panel is inoperative. 
GN2 supplied to valve panel No. 5 is fi l tered by 5-micron Filter A2052 and flows past  
P res su re  Gage A2053 to Distribution Manifold A2054. The following paragraphs ex- 
plain the distribution paths of GN2 through valve panel No. 5. 
1 .2 .2 .1  Swing Arm Control Panels and Environmental Control System Supply. 
Opening Manual Valve A2055 allows GN2 at 3000 psig to flow into P res su re  Regulators 
A2056 and A2057. Pressure Regulator A2056 reduces the input to 50 psig. The regu- 
lated output is routed past  Relief Valve A2157 to load the dome of Pressure Regulator 
A2057. 
the output of the regulator is never greater  than the pressure  supplied to the dome. 
The internal relief valve is exhausted through Check Valve A2165 to a vent manifold. 
The 50-psig output of Pressure  Regulator A2057 is supplied to the distribution line 
and is monitored by Pressure  Gage A2059 and P res su re  Switch A2061 through Shuttle 
Valve A2060. Relief Valve A2058 protects the distribution line from overpressurization. 
The distribution line can be bled by Manual Valve A2063 through Check Valve A2072 
into Vent Manifold A2159. The output of the distribution line is routed to the umbilical 
tower where it is used to supply an inert  atmosphere in valve panel No. 9 and the swing 
a r m  control panels (volume VI1 ). 
conditioning systems facility where it is used to activate pneumatic control valves 
( volume VI ). 
Pressu re  Regulator A2057 has an internal relief valve which ensures  that 
The output is also supplied to the environmental 
1 . 2 . 2 . 2  Launcher, Short Cable Masts ,  Holddown Arms,  and Valve Box Purge Supply. 
Opening Manual Valve A2119 allows GN2 at 3000 psig to flow to Pressure Regulators 
A2120 and A2121. Pressure Regulator A2120 reduces the input to 50 psig. The regu- 
lated output is routed past Relief Valve A2158 to load the dome of Pressure Regulator 
A2121. P re s su re  Regulator A2121 has an internal relief valve which ensures  that the 
regulator output is never greater  than the pressure  supplied to the dome. The internal 
relief valve is exhausted through Check Valve A2134 to a vent manifold. The 50-psig 
output of Pressure Regulator A2121 is supplied to the distribution line and is monitored 
by P res su re  Gage A2123 and P res su re  Switch A2125 through Shuttle Valve A2124. Re- 
lief Valve A2 122 protects the distribution line f rom overpressurization. The distri-  
bution line can be bled by Manual Valve A2127 through Check Valve A2128. GN2 at 
50 psig is supplied to the launcher for purging the electrical  panels, to the short  cable 
mas ts  to purge the umbilical plate housings, to four holddown a r m s  to purge switch 
housings, and to a valve box on the launcher to purge the enclosure. 
1 .2 .2 .3  Swing Arm Accumulator Supply. Opening Manual Valve A2066 allows GN2 at 
3000 psig to flow to the umbilical tower swing a r m  hydraulic systems where it is, used 
I.. 4 
A 
c 
to charge the accumulators. After  deactivation, high pressure locked within the lines 
can be bled off by Manual Valve A2067, through Check Valve A2068 into Vent Manifold 
A2159. 
1 .2 .2 .4  Gas Bearing Supply. Opening Manual Valve A2077 allows GN2 at 3000 psig to 
flow through Check Valve A2079 into 10-micron Mechanical Fil ter A2080. The GN2 
then flows through Purifiers A2103, A2102, and A2081. The GN2 is filtered again by 
2-micron Filter A2071. The, GN2 then passes  through Orifice A2082 to Solenoid Valve 
A2083. Solenoid Valve A2083 normally controls the application of the gas bearing sup- 
ply to the vehicle. Manual Valve  A2084 may be opened to bypass the solenoid valve. 
Manual Valve A2085 and Test Outlet A2086 a r e  used to make leakage checks of Check 
Valve G502 (figure 3-7 ) on the vehicle. A f t e r  the storage spheres on the vehicle a r e  
filled and the supply line deactivated, any leakage past the check valve may be detected 
by opening Manual Valve A2085 (figure 3-2 ) and making a soap tes t  at Tes t  Outlet 
A2086. The supply line is vented by Manual Valve A2087 through Check Valve A2088 
into Vent Manifold A2159. 
and flows to the vehicle through Quick-Disconnect Couplings A3248 and G500 ( figure 3-7 ). 
The gas bearing supply is routed through swing a r m  No. 3 
Insid; the instrument unit, the GN2 supply is filtered by 20-micron Filter G501 and 
passes  through Check Valve G502 to fill one-cubic-foot Storage Sphere G503. Pressure  
Switch G505 t ransmits  a high-pressure OK signal to remote monitoring equipment when 
the sphere is pressurized to 2852 ( 2  100)  psig. 
su re  safety switch that actuates if the storage pressure should decay to 1375 ( f 33)  
psig during standby operation, 
energizes Regulator Valve Assembly G507 and deenergizes Stabilized Platform G511. 
Manual Valve G504 is used to calibrate P res su re  Switches G505 and G506. Regulator 
Valve Assembly G507 is a two-rate pressure  reducer,  filter, and heater. In the nor- 
mal condition, GN2 flowing through the valve assembly is filtered, regulated to 30 psig, 
and heated to a temperature of 25 C. Internal heaters,  controlled by Thermostat G509, 
heat the GN2 as required. The valve assembly uses pressure  from a feedback line as 
a reference for maintaining a stable pressure  within the gas bearings. A decrease in 
the reference pressure causes the output of the valve assembly to increase. Conversely, 
the output of the valve assembly will decrease i f  the reference pressure  increases.  
Thus, the pressure within the gas bearings is held constant for both ground and high 
altitude conhtions. When Regulator Valve Assembly G507 is energized, the main path 
through the valve assembly is blocked. The GN2 then flows through an internal bypass 
orifice which reduces the pressure to approximately 4 psig. The reduced pressure  per-  
mits  safe bearing run-out while the speed of the gyros in Stabilized Platform G511 de- 
cays. From the valve assembly, the GN2 flows through 20-micron Filter G508, passes  
through Manifold G510, and is then routed to the gas bearings of the stabilized platform. 
1 .2 .2.5 GN2 Distribution Manifold Supply ( Figure 3-2 ) . Dome-loaded P res su re  Re- 
gulator A2091 furnishes GNZ at 750 psig to Distribution Manifold A2092. Pressure  Re- 
gulator A2090 reduces 3000-psig GN2 to 750 psig to load the dome of P res su re  Regula- 
P res su re  Switch G506 is a low-pres- 
When low pressure  is sensed, Pressure  Switch G506 
tor A2091. P res su re  Regulator A2091 then regulates the output to 
pressure  regardless  of the flow rate. Pressure  in the manifold is 
s u r e  Gage A2094 and Pressure  Switch A2096 through Shuttle Valve 
bution manifold can be bled by Manual Valve A2098 through Check 
Vent Manifold A2159. During operation, the manifold is protected 
zation by Relief Valve A2093. 
1. 5 
maintain a constant 
monitored by Pres- 
A2095. The distri-  
Valve A2099 into 
from overpressuri-  
A 
1 . 2 . 2 . 6  Level Adjust Regulator Supply and S-I Stage LOX Replenish Valve Supply, 
Opening Manual Valve A2108 allows GN2 at 750 psig to flow into Pressure Regulator 
A2109. The regulator is an internally-loaded pressure  regulator whose output is set 
to 25 psig. The 25-psig outp:! pressure is routed through the distribution line to the 
level adjust regulator in the fuel t ransfer  complex and to the S-I stage LOX replenish 
valves in the LOX replenishing complex. The distribution line is protected from over- 
pressurization by Relief Valve A2110. Manual Valve A2115 can be used to vent the 
distribution line to the atmosphere through Muffler A2116. 
line is monitored by Pressure  Gage A2111 and Pressure Switch A2113 through Shuttle 
Valve A2112. 
Pressure in the distribution 
1 . 2 . 2 . 7  Environmental Conditioning System Valve Supply. Opening Manual Valve 
A2162 activates the 750-psig GN2 supply for the conditioned air o r  GN2 control valves 
( A4387 and A4388, volume VI ) .  Pressure  in the distribution line is monitored by 
P res su re  Gage A2161. The line can be bled by Manual Valve A2163 through Check 
Valve A2164 into Vent Manifold A2159. 
1 . 2 . 2 . 8  Swing Arms Supply. Opening Manual Valve A2130 allows GN at 750 psig to 
flow from Distribution Manifold A2092 into swing a r m  supply distribution line. GN2 
a t  750 psig flows to the swing a r m  control panels for control of the hydraulic systems, 
and to the swing a rms  to purge and release the umbilical housings. The supply to 
swing a r m  No. 2 is also used to actuate the propellant shutoff valves. The distribution 
line can be bled by Manual Valve A2131 through Check Valve A2132 into Vent Manifold 
A2 159. 
2 
1 . 2 . 2 . 9  Booster Line Valve Control Supply. GN2 at 750 psig is furnished from Dis- 
tribution Manifold A2092 to the booster line control pneumatic valve ( A587, volume I )  
through remotely actuated Solenoid Valves A2135 and A2138. Solenoid Valve A2135 
controls the closing supply and is normally open so that closing pressure  is constantly 
supplied to the valve. When Solenoid Valve A2135 is energized, it shuts off the closing 
pressure  and bleeds the close control line through Check Valve A2136 into Vent Mani- 
fold A2159. Solenoid Valve A2138 controls the opening supply and is normally closed 
so  that the opefling control line is not pressurized and is bled into vent manifold through 
normally opened Manual Valve A2 139 and Check Valve A2 140. Solenoid Valves A2135 
and A2138 are controlled by a single switch so that they a r e  energized and deenergized 
simultaneously. However, Manual Valve A2139 may be closed so  the opening line will 
remain pressurized and the booster line control pneumatic valve will remain open, even 
though Solenoid Valve A2138 is not energized. 
1 . 2 . 3  Valve Panel No. 9 Operation - Valve panel No. 9 ( figure 3 - 3 )  receives GN2 
and helium at 3000 psig from the PCD and distributes the gases  at supply pressure  
and at reduced pressures  to various launch complex and vehicle subsystems. The 
valve panel is pruged with GN2 at 50 psig through Orifice A5078. The purge supply is 
activated during the countdown sequence to reduce f i re  hazards.  The purge gas is vent- 
ed from the panel through calibrated Bleed Plate A5079 which maintains a pressure  
inside the enclosure, 
, 
1 . 6  
1.2.3.1 High-pressure Spheres Supply. GN2 at 3000 psig is supplied to two 20-cubic- 
foot storage spheres,  four 3-cubic-foot triplex storage sphere assemblies and one 
one-cubic-foot storage sphere in the S-I stage. The gas in the 20-cubic-foot spheres 
is used to pressurize the S-I stage fuel tanks after the vehicle is launched. The gas 
in the triplex sphere assemblies is used for the LOX/SOX disposal system. The gas 
in the one-cubic-foot sphere is used to purge the separation T V camera lens. Opening 
Manual Valve A5001 allows GN2 at 3000 psig to flow through 5-micron Filter A5002, 
past monitoring Pressure Gage A5004 to Solenoid Valve A5010. When Solenoid Valve 
A5010 is energized, the GN2 flows through Orifice A3052, Quick-Disconnect Couplings 
A3063 and B250 ( figure 3-5) ,  Filter B251, and Check Valve B252 into Storage Spheres 
B253. GN2 also flows through Check Valve B231 into Storage Spheres B198, B199, and 
B232, and through Check Valve BB info Storage Sphere BA. 
actuated through calibrating Manual Valve B257, actuates at approximately 2800 psig 
and transmits a spheres pressure OK signal to the launch complex. The signal from 
Pressure Switch B258 is in the launch interlock circuit so that the S-I stage engines 
will not ignite unless the pressure OK signal is present. 
Pressure  Switch B258, 
At  launch minus one day, the spheres are filled to approximately 1500 psig. At  approx- 
imately launch minus one hour, the pressure in the spheres is increased to the maxi- 
mum ( 2800 psig ) .  Afte r  launch, the GN2 is released from Storage Spheres B253 to 
the fuel tanks through three filters and automatically sequenced solenoid valves. After  
approximately 70 seconds of flight, Solenoid Valves B233 and B234 are energized. 
When the solenoid valves are open, residual pressure in Storage Spheres B253 is equal- 
ized with the pressure in triplex Storage Spheres B198, B199, and B232 through Mani- 
fold B235. Thus, the unused GN2 in the fuel tank pressurization spheres  provides an 
additional supply for LOX/SOX vaporization. 
Jus t  prior to turning on the separation T V camera, Solenoid Valve BF is actuated and 
GN2 flows through Nozzle Assembly BA-1 starting the purge of the camera  lens. This 
purge continues throughout operation of the T V camera. 
Shortly before the S-I stage burns out, the RLlOA-3 engines in the S-IV stage are cool- 
ed with LOX. The chilldown LOX is exhausted into the S-IV aft interstage. Expansion 
of LOX in the rarified atmosphere causes solid oxygen ( SOX) to form. The presence 
of LOX/SOX and the possible presence of hydrogen in the interstage constitutes an ex- 
plosive hazard. Therefore, during S-IV stage chilldown, Solenoid, Valves B2 36 through 
B242 are opened and GN2 flows through Plenum Chamber B243 and through the six 
Dispersal Manifolds B247 into the interstage. The GN2 dilutes the LOX/SOX and hy- 
drogen and purges the mixture from the area. Solenoid Valves B236 through B242 are 
energized sequentially by a programmed tape to maintain a relatively constant GN2 
flow rate into the plenum chamber. 
Manual Valve A5008 ( figure 3-3) can be opened to bypass Solenoid Valve A5010. 
Solenoid Valve A5009 bleeds the supply line through Muffler A5014 when the supply is 
deactivated. Manual Valve A5007 can be opened to bypass Solenoid Valve A5009. Man- 
ual Valve A5006 is used to test  Check Valve B252 on the S-I stage for leakage. Af t e r  
the spheres are filled and the supply lines are deactivated and bled, any gas detected 
at Test Outlet A5013 will be caused by a defective Check Valve B252. Manual Valve 
A5005 can be used to bleed the supply line upstream of Solenojd valve A5010. 
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1.2.3.2 LOX Transfer Complex and S-I Stage Fuel Tank Vent Valve Opening Control 
Supply, The LOX transfer complex and fuel tank vent valve opening control supply of 
750-psig GN2 is used to actuate pneumatic valves in the LOX transfer  complex and to 
open the vent valves on the S-T stage fuel tanks. GN2 at 3000 psig is routed from the 
valve panel No. 9 input line. The GN2 input branches downstream of Filter A5002 to 
P res su re  Regulators A5019 and A5018. P res su re  Regulator A5019 loads the dome of 
dome-loaded Pressure Regulator A5018. P res su re  Regulator A5018 reduces the 3000- 
psig GN2 supply to 750 psig. The output flows past Relief Valve A5020, Pressure Gage 
A5021, and Manual Valve A5022 to Solenoid Valve A5023. When Solenoid Valve A5023 
is energized, the GN2 is routed to the S-I stage through quick-disconnect couplings at 
swing a r m  No. 1 to open the fuel tank vent valves. When Solenoid Valve A5023 is de- 
energized, the downstream line is automatically vented through the vent port  of the 
valve. Manual Valve A5022 can be used to vent the line upstream of Solenoid Valve 
A502 3. 
A branch line upstream of Solenoid Valve A5023 routes the 750-psig GN2 to the LOX 
transfer complex where it is used to actuate pneumatic control valves A4004 and A4008, 
( volume 11). 
1.2. 3.3 S-I Stage Fuel Tanking Computer and Density Computer Sensor Supplies. 
Helium at 3000 psig enters valve panel No. 9 through Manual Valve A5046 and flows 
past  monitoring Pressure Gage A5047 through Filter A5048 to P res su re  Regulator 
A5050. The 450-psig output of the regulator is then routed into two branch lines. Both 
l ines are protected from overpressurization by Relief Valve A5073. The helium in one 
branch flows through Orifice A5061, which reduces the pressure  to 150 psig, past mon- 
itoring Pressure  Switch A5063, and to Orifice A5064. Orifice A5064 further reduces 
the line pressure to approximately 16 psig. The actual pressure  is determined by the 
rate of flow through Orifice A5064 which is in turn determined by the amount of fuel in 
the tanks ( volume I ) .  The 16-psig helium is supplied directly to the S-I stage fuel 
tank sensor  through a quick-disconnect coupling at swing a r m  No. 1. The 16-psig hel- 
ium output from A5064 is also routed through normally open Solenoid Valve A5066 to the 
fuel density computer and the fuel tanking computer. The fuel tanking computer a lso 
receives fuel tank ullage pressure  through normally open Solenoid Valve A5070. 
From Pres su re  Regulator A5050, the other branch of helium flows through Orifice 
A5053 which reduces the pressure  to 150 psig, past  monitoring P res su re  Switch A5055, 
and to Orifice A5056. Orifice A5056 further reduces the line pressure  to approximately 
16 psig. However, the actual pressure  is determined by the rate of flow through Orifice 
A5056 which in turn is determined by the amount of fuel in the tanks ( volume I ) .  The 
16-psig helium is supplied to the density sensor  in the fuel tank through a quick-discon- 
nect coupling at swing a r m  No. 1. The helium output f rom Orifice A5064 is also routed 
through normally open Solenoid Valve A5058 to the fuel density computer. 
1 .2 .4  Valve Panel No. 10 Operation - 
and helium at 3000 psig from the pneumatic control distributor ( PCD) . The valve panel 
distributes the gases at line pressure  and reduced p res su res  to purge and bubbling SYS- 
tems,  pneumatically controlled equipment, and to vehicle pressurizing systems. GN2 
enters  valve panel No. 10 through 5-micron Filters A5152 and A5153; P res su re  Gage 
Valve panel No. 10 ( figure 3-4) receives  GN2 
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A A5156 monitors the panel pressure.  The GN2 then pressurizes  Distribution Manifold 
A5157 and adjacent piping to 3000 psig. 
Helium enters  valve panel No. 1 0  through 5-micron Fi l ters  A5237 and A5238, passes 
Pressure Gage A5241 and flows to a branch line which routes the flow to the holddown 
a r m s  release control panel, LOX bubbling supply equipment, LOX tanking computer 
sensor  equipment, and to the LOX tank pressurization supply equipment. The follow- 
ing paragraphs explain the distribution paths of GN2 and helium through valve panel 
No. 10. 
1 . 2 . 4 . 1  S-I Stage Control Pressure System Supply. The S-I stage control pressure  
system receives GN2 at 3000 psig from valve panel No. 10. When Solenoid Valve 
A5158 is energized, the GN2 flows from Distribution Manifold A5157 through the solen- 
oid valve and Orifice A6628 to Quick-Disconnect Coupling A6603. 
can be opened to bypass the solenoid valve. The output line can be bled by Manual Valve 
A5160 through Check Valve A5161 to Vent Manifold A5255. Manual Valve A5162 and 
Tes t  Outlet A5163 a r e  used to test Check Valve B202 ( figure 3-5)  on the vehicle fo r  
leakage. Af te r  the storage spheres on the vehicle are filled, Solenoid Valve A5158 
is deenergized and the output line is bled. Gas detected at Test Outlet A5163 when 
Manual Valve A5162 is opened will indicate that Check Valve B202 is defective. From 
Quick-Disconnect Coupling A6603, located on short  cable mast  No. 4, the GN2 enters  
the vehicle through Quick-Disconnect Coupling B200. 
ling the GN2 passes  through 25-micron Filter B201, Check Valve B202, and into Stor- 
age Sphere B205. GN2 also flows to Solenoid Valve B207, and into Storage Sphere 
B206. When Manual Valve B204 is open, P res su re  Switch B203 t ransmits  a high-pres- 
sure OK signal to the launch comp,lex indicating that the spheres are charged. The 
spheres  can be vented by energizing Solenoid Valve B207. During normal operation, 
the GN2 from Storage Spheres B205 and B206 flows through 25-micron Filter B208 to 
P res su re  Regulator B209. From Pressure  Regulator B209, GN2 at 750 psig is supplied 
to control pressure  Manifold B211. Pressure  Switch B213 connects to Manifold B211  
through Manual Valve B2 12. When actuated, P res su re  Switch B213 t ransmits  a pressure  
OK signal to the launch complex. The control pressure  manifold and distribution lines 
are protected from overpressurization by Relief Valve B2 10. 
Manual Valve A5159 
From the quick-disconnect coup- 
The radiation calorimeter purge supply keeps the window of Calorimeter B221 bathed 
in a flow of GN2 to prevent products of engine combustion from being deposited on the 
window. The flow is activated a few seconds before engine ignition by energizing Sol- 
enoid Valve B220. The GN2 then flows at 750 psig from control pressure  Manif old 
B211, through open Solenoid Valve B220, through Orifice B219, and into Calorimeter 
B221. The GN2 is vented to the atmosphere after leaving the calorimeter.  The orifice, 
in addition to controlling the flow rate of GN2 to the calorimeter,  also se rves  as a 
safety device to prevent depletion of the control pressure system in the event of l o s s  
of calorimeter.  :r 
1 . 2 . 4 . 2  Engine LOX Dome Purge Supply ( Figure 3-4 ) . GN2 at 3000 psig is supplied 
from Distribution Manifold A5157 to P res su re  Regulator A5220 which reduces and re -  
gulates the pressure to 240 psig. The 240-psig GN2, monitored by P res su re  Gage 
A5229, is supplied to the dome of Pressure  Regulator A5232. When Solenoid Valve 
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1.2.4. 3 Thrust Chamber Fuel Injector Manifold Purge Supply. GN2 at 3000 psig is 
supplied from Distribution Manifold A5157 to P res su re  Regulators A5196 and A5199. 
P r e s s u r e  Regulator A5196 reduces the pressure  to 490 psig and the output is routed 
past  P res su re  Gage A5205 to Solenoid Valve A5198. When Solenoid Valve A5198 is 
energized the 49O-psig GN2 flows through Orifice A5197 and past Solenoid Valve A5154 
to load the dome of Pressure  Regulator A5199. Solenoid Valve A5154 when energized, 
vents the dome loading supply line. When the dome of P res su re  Regulator A5199 is 
loaded, the pressure  regulator reduces the 3000-psig GN2 input to 490 psig. The out- 
put is routed to the vehicle through Quick-Disconnect Coupling A6503 on short  cable 
mast  No. 2. The output is monitored by P res su re  Switch A5203 through calibrating 
Shuttle Valve A5202. The switch normally t ransmits  a pressure  OK signal to remote 
monitoring equipment. Tlie output line is protected from overpressurization by Relief 
Valve A5200. 
The output line may be vented to the atmosphere by opening Pneumatic Valve A6084. 
Pneumatic Valve A6084 is closed by 750-psig GN2 supplied through normally open 
Solenoid Valve A6085 and opened by 750-psig GN2 through Solenoid Valve A6086. Si- 
multaneous actuation of the solenoid valves causes the pneumatic valve to open and 
vent the thrust  chamber fuel injector manifold purge supply line. The two solenoid 
valves receive their supply of 750-psig GN2 from the launcher distribution circuit. 
The solenoid valves are housed in a valve box on the launcher. The box is purged 
with 50-psig GN2 through Orifice A6082; Calibrated Bleed Plate A6087 vents GN2 
f rom the box and maintains a low pressure  within. Check Valves A6088 and A6089 vent 
Solenoid Valves A6085 and A6086, respectively, and keep foreign matter  f rom enter- 
ing the vent ports. 
~ 
A5222 is energized, the supply also loads the dome of Pressure Regulator A5223 
through Orifice A5221. Pressure Gage A5233 monitors the pressure  of the LOX dome 
purge bypass supply. When Solenoid Valve A5234 is energized, the 240-psig GN2 
bypass supply is routed to Qcick-Disconnect Couplings A6502 and A6504 on short  cable 
mas t  No, 2 to purge the LOX dome of the inboard and outboard engines. Manual Valve 
A5287 can be opened to bypass Solenoid Valve A5234. The flow rate of the output is 
increased when Solenoid Valve A5222 is energized fo r  fu l l  LOX dome purging by adding 
the output of Pressure  Regulator A5223 to the supply. The LOX dome bypass purge 
is activated when the thrust chamber covers are removed and continues until just  prior 
to launch. Full LOX dome purge is activated just  before launch and continues until 
overcome by LOX pressure in the dome. The LOX dome purge supply pressure  is 
monitored by Pressure  Switch A5227 which connects to the output line through Shuttle 
Valve A5226 and transmits a pressure  OK signal to remote monitoring equipment 
when actuated. Relief Valve A5224 protects the output lines from overpressurization. 
1.2.4.4 Gas Generator LOX Injector Manifold Purge Supply. 
Distribution Manifold A5157 is supplied to P res su re  Regulator A5208. The output is 
monitored by Pressure  Gage A5217 and is supplied to the dome of P res su re  Regulator 
A5211 through Orifice A5209 when Solenoid Valve A5210 is energized. When the dome 
of P res su re  Regulator A5211 is loaded, it passes  GN2 and regulates the output to 300 
psig. The output is routed to the vehicle through Quick-Disconnect Coupling A6608 On 
shor t  cable mast  No. 4. The pressure  of the gas generator LOX injector purge supply 
3000-psig GN2 from 
is monitored by Pressure  Switch A5215 through Shuttle Valve A5214. The output lines 
are protected from overpressurization by Relief Valve A52 12. 
1.2.4.5 Fuel Rubbling Supply. GN2 at 290 psig is supplied to the S-I stage for fuel 
bubbling. The GNZ is used to agitate the RP-1 fuel in the suction lines and tanks to 
prevent slushing and foreign particle sedementation after the stage has been fueled. 
Opening Manual Valve A5267 allows GN2 at 3000 psig to flow into Pressure Regulators 
A5185 and A5186. Pressure  Regulator A5185 is preset  for a 290-psig output which is 
applied to the dome of Pressure  Regulator A5186. P res su re  Regulator A5186 then re- 
duces the mainstream 3000-psig GN2 to 290 psig in accordance with the dome load. 
The 290-psig GN2 output is supplied through Solenoid Valve A5194 to a quick-disconnect 
coupling (A6505, volume I )  and into the S-I stage. The output line pressure  is moni- 
tored by Pressure Gage A5193 and by P res su re  Switch A5191 through Shuttle Valve 
.5190. Manual Valve A5187 is used to bleed the output line when the supply is deacti- 
vated. The output lines a r e  protected from overpressurization by Relief Valve A5189. 
1.2.4.6 Launcher Supply. Opening Manual Valve A5165 allows GN2 at 3000 psig to 
flow into Pressure Regulators A5166 and A5167. Pressure Regulator A5166 is pre- 
set for a 750-psig output which is applied to the dome of P res su re  Regulator A5167. 
P res su re  Regulator A5167 then reduces the mainstream 3000-psig GN2 to 750 psig. 
The 750-psig GN2 output is routed to launcher Manual Valve A5177. The output line 
is protected from overpressurization by Relief Valve A5168. The 750-psig GNz out- 
put is monitored by P res su re  Gage A5176 and by P res su re  Switch A5174 through Shuttle 
Valve A5173. The line is bled by Manual Valve A5171 through Check Valve A5172 into 
Vent Manifold A5255 when the supply is deactivated. When Manual Valve A5177 is 
opened, the 750-psig GN2 is routed to the launcher. The output pressure  is monitored 
by P res su re  Gage A5183, and by Pressure  Switch A5181 through Shuttle Valve A5180. 
The launcher supply line is bled by Manual Valve A5178 through Check Valve A5179 
into Vent Manifold A5255 when operations are complete. 
The GN2 supply to the launcher is distributed by a 3/4-inch diameter line which c i rc les  
the launcher. The line supplies 750-psig GN2 to solenoid valves which control vehicle 
servicing operations and operation of the umbilical masts  as follows: 
Energize Solenoid Valves Supply 750-psig GN2 to Purpose 
A5602, A5603 
A56 17 
A5605, A5606 
A56 16 
A56 18 
s h o r t  cable mast  No. 2 actuate mast  
release circuits 
S-I stage fuel f i l l  
and drain valve 
open valve 
short cable mas t  No. 4 actuate mast  
release circuits 
S-I stage LOX fill 
and drain valve 
open valve 
S-I stage LOX replenishing 
valve 
open valve 
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Energize Solenoid Valves 
A5600 
A5601 
A5604 
Supply 750-psig GN2 to  
fuel mas t  valve box 
fuel mast  valve box 
LOX mast valve box 
Purpose 
, 
purge 
release fuel mast; 
test operation of 
fuel mast. 
release LOX mast; 
test operation of 
LOX mast. 
GN2 at 750 psig is also routed directly from the launcher to the replenish LOX storage 
facility and the environmental conditioning system to actuate pneumatic valves within 
the respective areas. 
1 . 2 . 4 . 7  LOX Tank Pressurization Supply. The LOX tank pressurization supply is 
used to pressurize  the S-I stage LOX tanks just  before launch. Opening Manual Valve 
A5242 allows helium at 3000 psig to flow to Solenoid Valves A6028 and A6029. When 
the solenoid valves are energized, the helium passes  through the solenoid valves and 
Orifices A6068 and A6069 to a quick-disconnect coupling ( A6508, volume 11) at short  
cable mas t  No. 2.  Pressure  Switch A5291 monitors the output line. The helium output 
line can be pressurized with GN2 at 3000 psig through Manual Valves A5254 and A5292 
when pressure  only is needed for checking components. Manual Valve A5288 bleeds 
the GN2 and helium output lines through Check Valve A5293 into Vent Manifold A5255 
when used in conjunction with Manual Valves A5254 and A5292. 
1 . 2 . 4 . 8  LOX Tanking Computer Bottom Sensor Supply. The LOX tanking computer 
bottom sensor  supply is used to activate the bottom LOX sensor  for the LOX tanking 
computer. Opening Manual Valve A5289 allows helium at 3000 psig to flow to P res su re  
Regulator A5280. The regulator reduces the pressure  to 450 psig and the output is 
routed through Orifice A6070 and A6071 to Solenoid Valve A6030. When the solenoid 
valve is energized, 450-psig helium is supplied to the LOX tanking computer and a 
quick-disconnect coupling ( A6605, volum\e 11) on short  cable mast  No. 4. Pressure 
in the output line is monitored by Pressure Gage A5281 and P res su re  Switch A6031. 
Relief Valve A5296 protects the line from overpressurization. When operations are 
complete, the output line can be bled by Manual Valve A5290 through Check Valve 
A5294 into Vent Manifold A5255. 
1 . 2 . 4 . 9  LOX Tank Bubbling Supply ( Figure 3 - 4 ) .  The LOX tank bubbling supply is 
used to agitate LOX in the S-I stage tanks and engine suction lines just  before launch. 
Opening Manual Valve A5268 allows helium at 3000 psig to flow to Pressure Regulators 
A5244 and A5245. Pressure Regulator A5244 is preset  to 315 psig and supplies the 
dome of Pressure Regulator A5245 which then reduces the mainstream 3000-psig he- 
lium to 315 psig. The output f rom Pres su re  Regulator A5245 is routed to Solenoid 
Valve A5607 on the launcher. When the solenoid valve is energized, 315-psig helium 
flows through a quick-disconnect coupling ( A6610, volume 11) at shor t  cable mast  NO. 
4 and into the S-I stage. The output line is protected f rom overpressurization by Re- 
lief Valve A5246. The line can be bled by Manual Valve A5247 through Check Valve 
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A5248 into Vent Manifold A5255. Pressure in the output line is monitored by Pressure 
Switch A5250 through Shuttle Valve A5249, and by Pressure Gage A5252. 
1.2.4.10 Holdcibwn Arms Release Control Panel Supply, The holddown a r m s  release 
control panel supply is used to release the holddown a r m s  so that the vehicle is free 
to lift off the launcher. Opening Manual Valve A5269 allows helium at 3000 psig to 
flow to Pressure Regulators A5270 and A5271. P res su re  Regulator A5271 is preset 
to 750 psig and supplies the dome of Pressure Regulator A5270 which then reduces 
the 3000-psig helium to 750 psig. The output from Pres su re  Regulator A5270 is rout- 
ed to the holddown a r m s  release control panel on the launcher. The output line is pro- 
tected from overpressurization by Relief Valve A5273. The line can be bled by Manual 
Valve A5272 through Check Valve A5188 into Vent Manifold A5255. Pressure  in the 
output line is monitored by Pressure Switch A5275 through Shuttle Valve A5274 and by 
P res su re  Gage A5277. 
1 .2 .5  Valve Panel A Operation - Valve panel A ( figure 3-6 ) receives helium at 6000 
psig from the PCD. The panel reduces and regulates the pressure and supplies helium 
to the S-IV stage control pressure system, the launch complex purge circuits, and to 
the helium cooler heat exchanger. Valve panel A also receives a supply of GN2 at 
6000 psig from valve panel B. The GN2 supply can be used instead of the helium sup- 
ply when system test and checkout is performed and thus conserve the helium supply. 
Opening Manual Valve A2300 allows helium at 6000 psig to flow into valve panel A 
through Filter A2302 past monitoring Pressure  Transducer A2304 and Pressure Gage 
A2306 to Solenoid Valve A2312. Snubber A2308 protects the gage against slamming. 
When Solenoid Valve A2312 is energized, the 6000-psig helium flows past venting Sol- 
enoid Valve A2314, through Check Valve A2316, and is then branched to Manual Valves 
A2343 and A2324. During operations, Solenoid Valve A2314 is energized to close the 
venting port; Snubber A2385 keeps foreign matter from entering the venting port of 
the valve. The branch line to Manual Valves A2343 and A2324 can also be supplied 
with 6000-psig GN2 from valve panel B, through Solenoid Valve A2320 and Check Valve 
A2317. The 6000-psig GN2 supply line may be vented through Manual Valve A2375 and 
Orifice A2322. Solenoid Valve A2318 and Snubber A2319 also vent the GN2 supply lines. 
The GN2 supply to valve panel A is activated for system tests and checkout to conserve 
helium. The following paragraphs explain the distribution paths through the valve panel. 
1.2.5.1 S-IV Stage Control Pressure System Supply. Opening Manual Valve A2343 
allows helium at 6000 psig to flow to P res su re  Regulators A2344 and A2349. Pressure  
Regulator A2344 is remotely adjusted for an output of 3000 psig to load the dome of 
P res su re  Regulator A2349. The dome supply is monitored by P res su re  Transducer 
A2347 and P res su re  Gage A2345. Snubber A2346 protects the gage against slamming. 
P r e s s u r e  Regulator A2349 reduces the mainstream helium supply to 3000 psig in ac- 
cordance with the dome load. The output is routed past monitoring P res su re  Transducer 
A2378 and P res su re  Gage A2380, then past Relief Valve A2381 to Solenoid Valve A2383. 
Snubber A2379 protects the gage against slamming. The output line can be vented 
through Manual Valve A2382. When Solenoid Valve A2383 is energized, 3000-psig he- 
lium flows through Filter A2384, through Quick-Disconnect Couplings A3156 and E200 
( figure 3-7 ) , through Check Valves E282 and E217 into Storage Sphere E218, and 
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through Check Valve E201 into Storage Sphere E202. The helium supply in Storage 
Sphere E218 is monitored by P res su re  Switch E315. The supply is routed through a 
controlling solenoid valve (E257, volume Ill) to the L H ~  container to  maintain the con- 
tainer pressure.  
The helium supply in Storage Sphere E202 is used to actuate pneumatic valves on the 
S-IV stage. Pressure Switch E219 monitors the pressure  in the sphere and transmits 
a pressure  OK signal to the launch complex. Relief Valve E204 protects the storage 
sphere and high-pressure system against overpressurization. When necessary,  the 
storage sphere can be vented by Solenoid Valve E203. The high-pressure supply flows 
from the sphere, through 10-micron Filter E205, and through Solenoid Valve E207 to 
P res su re  Regulator E206. The regulator reduces the pressure to 455 psig andlthe 
output is routed past monitoring Pressure  Switches E208-1, E208-2, and E220 to Ple- 
num Sphere E271. The plenum sphere reduces the pressure fluctuations caused by the 
actuating valves demands on the pressure system. 
pressure  is supplied to solenoid valves in the LOX system ( volume 11) , in the LH2 
system ( volume I11 ) , and in the engine system ( volume IX 1 .  
From the plenum sphere,  control 
1.2.5.2 GH2 Vent Duct and Fuel Injector Purges. The GH2 vent duct purge is a helium 
purge of three ducts which vent chilldown GH2 from the RLlOA-3 engines. The three 
ducts extend the length of the S-IV aft interstage and the S-I stage and exit through 
three of the four stub fins. 
The ducts a r e  purged with helium from Storage Sphere B422 in the S-I stage. The 
storage sphere is filled with helium at 3000 psig through a branch line from the con- 
trol  pressure system charging line. The purge supply is routed from the storage 
sphere through Check Valve E262, Solenoid Valve E264, bypass Orifice E263, Orifice 
E267, and Orifice E268 (volume IX) into the GH2 vent ducts. Bypass Orifice F263 
maintains a low-pressure purge in the ducts until Solenoid Valve E264 is deenergized 
for full purge. 
The GH2 vent duct purge begins approximately 2 hours before launch when Storage 
Sphere €3422 is charged to  1500 psig. Solenoid Valve E264 is energized at the same 
time so  that only a low-pressure purge through bypass Orifice E263 is conducted. 
Approximately 60 minutes before launch, the storage sphere is pressurized to 3000 
psig and the purge rate is increased. The purge continues at the intermediate rate 
until the vehicle is launched. At  liftoff, Solenoid Valve E264 is deenergized and the 
normally open port allows full purge. The full purge continues until Quick-Disconnect 
Couplings E266 and E272 are uncoupled at stage separation. 
The fuel injector purge s t a r t s  simultaneously with the GH2 vent duct purge. Helium 
is routed from valve panel A through Quick-Disconnect Couplings A3156 and E200, 
Check Valve E44 (volume IX), and Orifice E37 (volume IX) into a ringline manifold. 
The purge is then distributed through individual lines to each of the s ix  RLlOA-3 en- 
gines. 
1.2.5.  3 Purge Supply ( Figure 3-6 ) . 
3000 psig to flow to Pressure Regulators A2351 and A2355. 
is manually adjusted for a 5oo-psig output to load the dome of P res su re  Regulator 
Opening Manual Valve A2350 allows helium at 
P res su re  Regulator A2351 
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A2355. The dome supply is monitored by P res su re  Gage A2352. Snubber A2353 pro- 
tects the gage against slamming. Pressure  Regulator A2355 reduces the mainstream 
helium supply to 500 psig in accordance with the dome load. The output is routed 
past  monitoring Pressure  Transducer A2357 and P res su re  Gage A2359 to Pressure  
Regulators A2360 and A2364. Snubber A2358 protects the gage against slamming. 
Pressure Regulator A2360 is manually adjusted for a 50-psig output to load the dome 
of Pressure Regulator A2364. The dome supply is monitored by Pressure  Gage A2361. 
Snubber A2 362 protects the gage against slamming. Pressure Regulator A2 364 reduces 
the mainstream helium supply to 50 psig in accordance with the dome load. 
put is routed past monitoring Pressure Transducer A2366 and Pressure Gage A2368 
to the distributiin line. Snubber A2367 protects the gage against slamming. The out- 
put line is protected.from overpressurization by Relief Valve A2370. The output line 
can be vented by opening Manual Valve A2369. The 50-psig helium output is routed 
through Solenoid Valve A2371 and Orifice A2372 to swing a r m  No. 2 to purge LH2 trans- 
fer equipment ( volume 111). The helium output is also supplied through Solenoid Valve 
A2321 and Filter A2376 to  swing arm No. 2 to purge the LH2 transfer  line ( volume 111). 
Manual Valve A2386 admits the 50-psig helium to swing a r m  No. 3 to purge the GH2 
vent line ( volume 111). 
The out- 
1 .2 .5 .4  Helium Cooler Heat Exchanger Supply. Opening Manual Valve A2324 allows 
helium at 6000 psig to flow to Pressure  Regulators A2325 and A2330. Pressure Re- 
gulator A2325 is remotely adjusted through a motor-driven, internal loader. Nor- 
mally, the regulator is se t  for a 3000-psig output. During the S-IV stage propellant 
loading operation, however, the line supplies a 1000-psig helium purge to the S-IV 
stage LH2 container. At  that time, P res su re  Regulator A2325 is se t  for a 1000-psig 
output. The dome supply is monitored by Pressure  Transducer A2328 and Pressure  
Gage A2 326. Snubber A2 327 protects the gage against slamming. Pressure  Regulator 
A2330 reduces the mainstream helium supply to 1000 o r  3000 psig in accordance with 
the dome load. The output is routed past monitoring P res su re  Transducer A2333 and 
P res su re  Gage A2335 to the helium cooler heat exchanger. Snubber A2334 protects 
the gage against slamming. The output line is protected from overpressurization by . 
Relief Valve A2331. The output line can be vented by opening Manual Valve A2336. 
1.2.6 Helium Cooler Heat Exchanger Operation - The helium cooler ( figure 3-6 1 
receives  helium at ambient temperature and at 1000 or 3000 psig from valve panel A. 
LH2 is used to cool the helium supply to valve panel B. The cold helium at 1000 psig 
is used to purge the S-IV stage LH2 container. The cold helium at 3000 psig is used 
to  fill cold helium storage spheres on the S-IV stage and to pressurize  the SLIV stage 
LH2 container pr ior  to flight. 
The ambient helium passes  through Helium Cooler Heat Exchanger A3950 through a 
coil immersed in LH2. The LH2 surrounds the coil and cools the helium to -410F; 
Temperature Sensor A3952 monitors the temperature of the cold helium leaving the 
helium cooler. LH2 fo r  operation of the cooler is received from the LH2 main fill 
and replenish control ( volume 111) . Liquid Level Sensor A3951 monitors the level of 
LH2 within the cooler and transmits demand signals to the LH2 main fill and replenish 
control system. Gaseous hydrogen boiloff from the cooler is vented through a check 
valve ( A3377, volume 111) to the LH2 burn pond. P res su re  in the jacket of the cooler 
1. 15 
is monitored by Pressure  Transducer A3953. The jacket can be vented through Man- 
ual Valve A3954, 
1.2.7 Valve Panel B Operation - Valve panel B ( figure 3-6) receives GN2 at 6000 
psig from the PCD. The panel reduces and regulates the GN2 pressure  and distributes 
the output to the S-IV stage LOX transfer  and LH2 transfer  equipment. Valve panel B 
also receives a supply of helium at 1000 o r  3000 psig f rom the helium cooler heat ex- 
changer for t ransfer  to the S-IV stage. 
Opening Manual Valve A2519 allows GN2 at 6000 psig to flow into valve panel B through 
Filter A2520, past monitoring Pressure Transducer A2521 and Pressure Gage A2522 
to  P res su re  Regulators A2527 and A2529. Snubber A2523 protects the gage against 
slamming. The 6000-psig input is also supplied to valve panel A through a branch 
line downstream of the fi l ter .  The input line can be vented through Manual Valve A2525, 
Orifice A2526, and Snubber A2588. Pressure  Regulator A2527 is manually adjusted 
for a 3000-psig output to load the dome of Pressure Regulator A2529. The dome sup- 
ply is monitored by Pressure  Gage A2528. Snubber A2530 protects the gage against 
slamming. Pressure  Regulator A2529 reduces the mainstream GN2 supply to 3000 
psig in accordance with the dome load. The output is routed past  monitoring P res su re  
Transducer A2535 and P res su re  Gage A2532 to P res su re  Regulator A2536, and through 
Orifice A2591 to Pressure  Regulator A2540. Snubber A2533 protects the gage against 
slamming. Pressure  Regulator A2536 is manually adjusted for a 750-psig output to 
load the dome of Pressure  Regulator A2540. The dome supply is monitored by Pres- 
s u r e  Gage A2537. Snubber A2538 protects the gage against slamming. P res su re  Re- 
gulator A2540 reduces the mainstream GN2 supply to 750 psig in accordance with the 
dome load. The output is routed past monitoring Pressure Transducer A2544 and Pres- 
s u r e  Gage A2543 to Manual Valve A2549 and Solenoid Valve A2546. 
protects the gage against slamming. The output line is protected from overpressuri-  
zation by Relief Valve A2545; the line can be vented by opening Manual Valve A2548. 
The following paragraphs explain the distribution paths through the valve panel. 
Snubber A2542 
1 .2 .7 .1  Purge Supply. Opening Manual Valve A2549 allows GN2 at 750 psig to flow 
to P res su re  Regulator A2550 and through Orifice A2592 to P res su re  Regulator A2551. 
P res su re  Regulator A2550 is manually adjusted for a 50-psig output to load the dome 
of P res su re  Regulator A2551. 
Snubber A2553 protects the gage against slamming. P res su re  Regulator A2551 re- 
duces the mainstream GN2 supply to 50 psig in accordance with the dome load. The 
output is routed past monitoring P res su re  Transducer A2555 and Pressure Gage A2556 
to Solenoid Valves A2561 and A2563. Snubber A2557 protects the gage against slam- 
ming. The output line is protected from overpressurization by Relief Valve A2559; 
the line can be vented by opening Manual Valve A2560. When Solenoid Valve A2561 is 
energized, the 50-psig GN2 output is supplied through Fi l ter  A2562 to swing a r m  No. 2 
to purge the S-IV stage LOX transfer  line ( volume 11). When Solenoid Valve A2563 
is opened, 50-psig GN2 is supplied to swing a r m  No. 2 to purge the umbilical housing 
( volume VI1 ) , and the LOX transfer  equipment ( volume I1 ) . 
The dome supply is monitored by Pressure Gage A2554. 
1.2.7.2 Control Pressure  Supply. Energizing Solenoid Valve A2546 allows GN2 a t  
750 psig to flow through Filter A2547 to solenoid valves which control the actuation 
1.16 
of pnemuatic valves. One branch of the output is supplied to swing a r m  No. 3 for ac- 
tuation of the GH2 vent release ( volume VII) . A second branch supplies the 750-psig 
GN2 output to the LH2 main f i l l  and replenish control ( volume 111) and to the LOX fill 
and replenish conirol ( volume 11). The 750-psig GN2 is also used within valve panel 
B to control the cold helium supply lines. 
1.2.7. 3 Cold Helium Supply. Two supply lines of cold helium are routed through 
valve panel B. The cryogenic helium is supplied to valve panel B by helium cooler 
heat exchanger. Pneumatic valves which control the pressurized flow in the supply 
lines receive their actuating pressure from within the valve panel. 
When Solenoid Valve A2584 is energized, GN2 a t  750 psig opens Pneumatic Valve 
A2583. Cryogenic helium at 3000 psig then flows through Orifice A2582, Pneumatic 
Valve A2583, and Filter A2587 to swing a r m  No. 2 to fill the cold helium storage 
spheres  in the S-IV stage ( volume 11). The output line can be vented by energizing 
Solenoid Valve A2585 so  that 750-psig GN2 will open Pneumatic Valve A2586. 
When Solenoid Valve A2578 is energized, GN2 at 750 psig opens Pneumatic Valve 
A2539. Cryogenic helium at 1000 or 3000 psig then flows through Orifice A2581, 
Pneumatic Valve A2539, Check Valve A2580, Manual Valve A2573, and Filter A2574 
to  swing a r m  No. 2.  When the helium is at 1000 psig, the supply is used to purge the 
S-IV stage LH2 tank. When the helium is at 3000 psig, the supply is used to pres-  
sur ize  the LH2 tank ( volume 111). The output line can be vented by energizing Sol- 
enoid Valve A2577 s o  that 750-psig GN2 will open Pneumatic Valve A2576. The out- 
put line can also be vented by opening Manual Valve A2575. 
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SECTION 2 
INDEX O F  FINDING NUMBERS 
This section contains an alpha-numerical list, by finding number, of the pneumatic 
distribution system components that function during a prelaunch countdown, during 
vehicle flight, o r  in the event of a launch abort. The finding numbers listed identify 
components on system mechanical schematics provided in section 3. Additional col- 
umns in the index of finding numbers provide such pertinent information as component 
description and function, part  number, and the supplier’s name and part  number. A 
break will occkr in the alpha-numeric sequence of finding numbers when a component, 
o r  component se r ies  is non-functional during the countdown, functional only in the 
event of a malfunction, functional in t e rms  of a maintenance operation only, o r  is par t  
of another functional system. 
The letter prefix of a finding number identifies the component location with respect to 
either the launch complex o r  an a rea  of the launch vehicle. 
in this eleven-volume se t  are listed below. 
The letter prefixes used 
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SECTION 3 
MECHANICAL SCHEMATICS 
This section contains mechanical schematics that show the functional arrangement of 
pneumatic distribution system components listed in section 2. 
For a definition of the mechanical symbols used, see MSFC-STD-162A. 
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